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to have separated from me with the full knowledge of my dispositions not only liberal but friendly, yet determined to deal with me in a spirit of unabated hostility and a determination to carry out his first views, embarrassed only by the obstacles which the liberality of my course had interposed to the full gratification of his vindictive designs., crowned the unworthiness of which no epithets could aggravate.
But this was not the most delicate of the various relations in which Mr. Webster stood towards these proceedings. There was, unhappily another, the true character and bearings of which are indispensable to a fair consideration of the merits or demerits of all who participated in them. They occurred at the most excited period of the memorable struggle of the bank of the United States for an extension of its charter whilst the Country in general and York county in particular were literally ringing with accusations and denunciation of the corrupt nses of its funds by that institution to the furtherance of that object-President Jackson, who stood af the. head of (he opposition to a compliance with its wishes was less dependent than others for correct- information in respect to its proceedings on account of access to that portion of the board of directors which represented the Government, the selection of which was made by himself. In the vigilant watch which lie kept upon all its movements, its dealings with members of Congress occupied (he. front ground, and the fearless and independent Editor of the Globe, Mr. Blah% was not slow or backward in arraigning at the bar of the people, those whom either the Executive or himself had, as they thought, good reason. ("o suspect of participating in the wages of corruption. The most, prominent among those who were thus placed be.fore the country and against whom the charges of the Globe were specific, were George Poindexter and Daniel Webster. Both, defended themselves against these charges, .Poindexter under his o\\ n name, Webster through the instrumentality of a. Boston editor, and it so happened that the defences in both cases were of the same general character, viz: that the monies they had received from the bank were the avails of regular discounts of notes and drafts drawn in the course, of business and in no way connected with any matter or inducement

